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Specifications images
Your Security:

 We will check your submitted file in advance and you will receive a 

digital proof for approval before production. You order without any 

risk, only if the digital print trial has been released by you, the 

stickers will be produced.

If you have any questions, we will be happy to help.

File size:

Please make the file on a scale of 1: 1 (original size)

min. 300 - max 600 dpi (pixels)

Tip of us: Make the file with bleed

File 5 x 5 cm. -> Document 5.4 x 5.4 cm.

Bleed:

Design your file with 2 mm. bleed 

On each side: size sticker + 4 mm. extra in width + 4 mm. extra in 

height

Fonts:

Please convert all fonts into vector files

Free shapes / cuttingform

Please place it as a separate layer (vector) and color it visible

(for example, red, green or yellow). Place this layer under the 

printed image (as a separate layer). Also note that the 2 mm. extra 

(Vector in scale 1: 1)

Keep in mind that the layers can not be grouped or combined. Also 

make sure the layers are closed. Selection by single item must be 

possible.

- The content must be at least 2 mm. removed from the cutting 

lines

- Consider a cutting tolerance of ± 1 mm. Do not make your cut 

lines too thin!

Files:

Pixel files: 

File format: .jpg .tif .bmp .gif .png .psd

Resolution: min. 300 - max. 600 dpi 

Colours: CMYK 

Vector files: 

File format: .pdf .eps .cdr

Resolution: min. 300 - max. 600 dpi 

Kleuropbouw: CMYK 

Other files: 

.doc .xls .ppt .ai .indd (other files on request)

Colours : design in CMYK (no RGB)

We print to FOGRA39

If the color profile is available, we will be happy to receive it.

Specify full colors according to process colors

(Sample: HKS 14 -> C 0% M 100% Y 100% K 0%)

Tip: put black in 100% K, you will get a perfect black print.
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